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Introduction 
This paper contains results which both generalise and extend tile 
work reported in [31 :and partly summarised in [41. Those: papers are 
most naturally regardt~d as developing (first-order) model theory in and 
on L~, ! (constructible sets up to recursive col ) = HH (hereditarily hyper- 
arithmetic), paying special attention to models ~l whose satisfaction pre- 
dicate ~sM is E: I over HH; in [3] and [4] we actually confined ourselves 
to subsets of co throughout, hence we were dealing with hyperarithmetic 
models and models with ~ a I1] set of integers. The translation to HH 
is easy, and HH is a much easier setting in which to do model theory. 
In this paper we generalise the setting to any admissible set M (other 
than HF) which has a certain strong choice property. It is quite easy to 
develop the elements of first order model theory inside such a set M. 
We then consider models ~t for which ~ is I; l over M: these behave in 
many ways as if they are mottels of (uncountable) power greater than 
all models in 5t, and wt obtain analogues of several classical results clo- 
sely linked with the theory of categoricity in uncountable powers, na- 
mely the construction of saturated models, Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski 
models and Vaught's two cardinal theorem. 
The generalisation f the notion of H~-categoricity (the analogue in 
[3] and [41 of ~ t -categoricity) is M-categoricity of a theory T ('any 
two models~l, ~ for which ~i~, ~ are 111 overM are r.l-over-/ld-iso- 
morphic'). We obtain the equivalence of ~ 1 -categoricity and M-catego- 
ricity for T which are cGantable in M. When all sets of M are countable 
in M this is a straightforward generalisation f the corresponding result 
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of [4]. In this case, the analogy with the classical situation is that sets 
(models, etc.) in M correspond to countable sets, and sets I; l over M 
not in M correspond to sets of power ~ l- When not all sets of M are 
countable in M, the situation is a little different, and the proof of the 
equivalence theorem entioned above is more like the classical Morley 
theorem, under the analogy: sets I; ! over M (not in M) correspond to 
sets of some uncountable power ~ > ~ l, and sets in M correspond to 
sets of power less than ~. It is in this case that we b.ave some results 
which are not mere generalisations of [3 I. 
As in [3], the methods throughout are mostly adaptations of those 
of classical model theory. 
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1. Preliminaries 
We denote ordinals by the letters o~,/3, 7, 8; f,.:r any set x, o(x) is the 
least ordinal not in x. Cardinals are initial ord~na!s and the cardinal of  a 
set x is denoted by card(x). 
l fx  is an ordered pair, (x) 0 , (x) t denote the first and second elements 
respectively. 
Functions are regarded as sets of  ordered pairs. The domain and range 
of  a function f are denoted by Dom(f )  and Rg(f). f: x ~ 3' denotes that 
f is a bijection from x to y;  we write x ~ y to indicate that such an f ex- 
ists. The restriction of  a function J" to a set x is denoted by f~x. Where 
there is no confusion, as customary, we write J[x) for Rg(fFx). 
A sequence of length cx from a set x is a function s: a -~ x. The length 
of x is denoted Ih(s): a finite sequence of length n is often written 
(so ..... sn-t >" Fs(x) is the set of  finite sequences from the set x. When 
there is no ambiguity we sometimes write s ~ x to mean s ~ Fs(x). 
In our model theory we work with finitary first order languages with 
equality, with some or all of  predicate, function and constant symbols. 
Let L be suda a language. L has variable symbols (o n )n < ,o, and the logi- 
cal co~mectives ~.  ^ ,  v, --,, _q, V. We think o f  L as a set specifying all the 
details of L - i.e. its predicate, function and constant symbols, and its 
terms and formulae built up from these in some standard way. We use 
the letters ~0, if, X to denote formulae of L; if~o is a formula, Vb(9) is 
the set of  variables of  ~0, Fv(~0) the set of free variables of ~o, and then 
we put 
FL n = (~o: Fv (~ c {v o ..... vn_, }}, 
FL -- U FL n =formulaeofL .  
n<w 
Similarly for terms, define sets 
TL n = {t: t a term w~th Vb(t) c (v o .. . . .  v,,..~ }}, 
TL = U TL:~ --- terms o f  L. 
n<w 
If F is a theory in L, Bn(F) is the n 'h Lindenbaum algebra of  P, and 
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Sn(P ) is the set of  n-types o fP .  A type is a l-type. A subO,pe is a sub- 
set of  a type. 
The letters $1, ~$, ~, are reserved for structures; tile ulfiverse of  a 
structure is invariably denoted by the corresponding Latin capital - i.e. 
the universe of • is A, etc. The cardinal of  a structure card(91~ is the car- 
dinal of its universe. If  9I is an L structure, and X c A, then as usual de- 
note by ~i x the structure obtained from `21 by naming as individual con- 
stants the elements of  X; and write L(X) for the corresponding exten- 
sion of  L, FLOt') for the set of  formulae of  L(X), etc. 
If s = (a o . . . .  , an_ 1 ) is a sequence from A and ~o ~ FL,~, the relation 
91 ~ ~o[a 0 ..... an_ 1 ] o f  satisfaction i  '21 is defined in the usual way - i.e. 
assigning a o .. . . .  an_ l to the free oc,.urrences o f  o 0 ..... on. I in ,p. This is 
also written 9l ~ ~0[s]. Regarded as a binary predicate of~p and the se- 
quence s we call this relation the satisfaction predicate ~ for the struc- 
ture 9l : 
~0P ,  S) iff s~ Fs(A)&~o~ FL~,~s )& 91~¢1s1 .
Note that ~-< ~ iff ~a c_ ~.  
lf~0~ FL l, put~p • = {a~ A: 9 [~p[a l ) .  
Th(~) is the f'trst order theory of  91; if X ~ A we follow standard cus- 
tom and write S,~(X) for Sn(Th(9l x )) when it is obvious which 91 is in- 
tended. 
We assume familiarity with the notion of  an admissible set, and the 
L~vy hierarchy of  formulae of set theory (A 0, Z 1 , Z etc) - see e.g. 12l. 
We adopt the boldface notation, e.g. 0 ~ I;, to indicate that the set theo- 
retical formula 0 may have additional constants. We write I~ g to mean 
I: over a set M (with reference to a relation or function on a set M), the 
constants in the defining formula coming from M of  course. Similarly 
for Ag~, I: M ' A~" etc. Note that for admissible 31 the notit~ns ~"~¢ and 
r~ are equivalent, a fact which we use implicitly throughout. 
In generalisations of  reeursion theors', functions on an admissible M
which are ]~M are called M-recttrsive: so we will say that an operation or 
construction i M is M-effective or can be carried out M-effectively if 
there is a I~  function which will carry it out. 
Recall that "M-J~nite" means "an element c~'M'. 
We assume familiarity with the elements of  the theo~ of primitive 
recursive set functions and relations [5 ] : in particular we recall the fol- 
lowing results of  [ 5 ] : 
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(1) a A o relation is l'rim (primitive recursive), 
(2) a Prim function is Y~l, 
(3) i fM is admissible, then M is Prim-closed and the restriction to M of 
a Prim function is W~ t (with the same defining fornmta s for (2)), 
We will work with a fixed admissible set M with o(M) > ~ (equivaP 
ently M ~ HF) having an effective global well-ordenng in the following 
strong sense: 
(EGWO) there is a ~]I function v: o(M)~ M. 
Any admissible set of the form L~ (constructible sets up to the ~dmis- 
sible ordinal ~) has EGWO. Moreover, for any set x one can construct 
an admissible set M having EGWO, with x ~ M. 
With M fixed we derive some consequences of EGWO. First let M,~ = 
(v(/3): t3 < a)  = Rg(vra), for a < o(M): clearly M = O M,~. We indi- 
a< o(M) 
cate relativisation of set theoretical notions to M by writiv, g a super- 
script M: e.g.~ (meaning there is a bijection in M), and countable M . 
z:]t 
We write A ~ B to mean there is a g~t bij~,.don from A to B. 
1.1, Lemma. (a) v and ,.,- 1 are A~t, 
(b) Me, E M for each a < o(M), and (M~)a<o(M) is a Z] 1 sequence. 
Proof. (a) Because Dom(v) = o(M) is A~ ~ ; (b) by ~:n~ eflection. 
Let <M be the ordering of M induced by v; clear:~y <M is A]f. If 
R(x, y) is a predicate on M we write laMyR(x, y) to denote the least y 
in M under <M with R(x, y), if such exist. 
1,2. l.emma, (Selection Lemma). (a) I fR(x ,  y) is ~ A] ~ predicate, 
then the selection function j(x) = laMYR(x, y) is F, MI , 
(b) if R(x, v )# ZI~ there is a F.MI selection function f for R (i.e, such 
that x ~ Dora(f) iff 5vR(x, y), and if x ~ Dora(f) then R(x, f(x)))i 
Proof. (a) We have 
.Rx) = y iff ~a[R(x, v(~)) 
which is a 12 'a definition for f. 
& V[3 < ~(-1 R(x, ~13)))], 
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(b) Suppose R(x, y) is ~ ; then there is a ,~g¢ relation S(x, y, z) such 
that R(x, y) iff 3zS(x, y, z). So 
3yR(x,  y)'~ 3wS(x, (w) 0, (w) 1 ) 
,~ 3wRl (x ,  w) ,  
say, where R 1 is &ft. Now let g(x) = #MwR 1 (x, w); then by (a) g is r F ,  
and so is f(x) = (g(x)) 0 , which is a selection function for R. 
M 
1.3. Lemma. (a) I f  x ~ M there is an t~ < o(M) such that x~ a, 
(b) if A ~ M is ~,~f and not M-finite, then 
(i) there is a ~ sequence (As)s<o(M) in M (Le. A~ ~ M each ~) 
such that A = IJ As,  
~<o(M) 
(ii) o(M) ~'~' ,4. 
Proof. (a) By l; M reflection, v-t rx E M, so there are y, ~ E M with 
y ~/3 and x~ y. By tecursion define a function g: .8 -~ y by 
g('r) = ~tS|5 ~ y\Rg(gtT)l 
as long as the right hand side exists; clearly there is e <~/3 such that 
M 
g: t~ ~-,y, and g ~ M. Thus by composition of functions, x~ ~. 
(b) Suppose A is r M defined by the I~ l formula 3yO(x, y) where 0 is 
%,  Define A s (a < o(M)) by 
x~A a i f fx~M s & 3yEM,~O(x,y) 
(i.e. Aa = 0Ms). ThenA s is a A M subset o fM s , so A s E M, and clearly 
A = IJ A s. Since (M s) is a I ;~ sequence the following gives a xM 
s<o(M) 
definition of  the sequence (,4 s): 
A a=z  ~ YxEMs(xEzo  3yEMsO(x ,y ) ) .  
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For (ii), define auxiliary functions 
~'(x) = vatA~ \x  ~ ¢1 , 
g(x) = taMZtZ ~ A~.(x)\xl : 
these are both r Is functions (by 1.2(a) for g). Now deqne by recursion 
f: o(M) -* A by 
f(c~) = g(Rg(J'l'ct)). 
f is  I;~ t , since g is; it remains to show that Rg(f) = A. It is sufficient o 
show by induction on a that A~ ~ Rg(f) fo, all c~ For limits 6, A~ = 
13 Ac,, so the induction step is obvious. Sc suppose that A~ ~ Rg(f), 
and consider Aa+l. 
By r g reflection there is ~3 such that A~ ~ Rg(fl'/3); it is now easily 
seen from the construction o f f  that A,~. t n M. r ~ Rg(fl'B + 3') for all 3'. 
Take 7 such that Aa+ I c M~ to see that Aa+ l g. Rg([) as required. 
1.4. Corollary. There are r, ml fitnctions J~ [3 such that (writing fx,  [3x for  
f(x),  [3(x)) [or all x ~ M. l~ : x ,~,(3 x . 
hoof .  Let (~x, fx ) =Um (~, f)[ f :  x ~/3], and this is I;~ by 1.2(a). 
In view of this we may define cardM(x) as the least ordinal in M equi- 
potent (in M) to x; it is then straightforward to establish the usual pro- 
perties of cardinals of M, and the elements cf cardinal arithmetic in M. 
In particular we mention without proof the following: 
I.$. Lemma./f  0 < a, g < o(M) and at least one is infinite then 
a + ~,  ~ X 13~ max(a, ~). 
We also observe: 
1.6. Lemma. f f  ~ is a cardinal o f  M, the~l 'cardg (x) = ~:' is ~1 as a pre- 
dicate o f  x. 
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Proof. If  ~: is the largest cardinal of  M, then 
card M (x) = ~: ~'/3 x >- ~, 
which is A~ since/3 x is a total function and hence 6~.  
If ~: is not the largest cardinal of  M, let r÷ ~ M be the next one. Then 
cardM(x) = ~: ~, t~ <--/3 x < ~÷ , 
which is again A M . 
1.7. Corollary. 'x is countable M' is a A M predicate. 
It will be necessary in later sections to distinguish M for which every 
set in M is countable M, from those M where the converse holds. We 
write EC (everything countable) for Vx(x is countable), and then the two 
cases are distinguishea by writing M ~ EC or M ~ EC. 
The following analogue of  a classical result will be useful in later sec- 
tions. 
1.8. Lemma. Suppose B ~ M is a Boolean algebra, and b ~ B is an atom- 
less element. Then the Stone space S(B) M (i.e. the set o f  ultrafilters o f  B 
which are #1 M) is not countable M (it may not even be i.~ M, o f  course). 
In fact there is a countable M subalgebra B l c B such that S(B 1 )M is not 
countable M . 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that o f  the classical result that S(B) is 
uncountable. 
Define recursively a mapping Fs((0, l}) ~ B as follows: b e = b; sup- 
pose b s is already defined with 0 s < b s ~ b. Then choose b' s~zch that 
0 B < b' < b s and put b~0 = b', b~l = bs\b'. 
Let B 1 be the countable M subalgebra of  B generated by 
{bs: s ~ Fs((0, 1})}. Suppose f: M S(BI )M Now use a classical dia- 
gonal argument to construct an w-sequence s from {0, l } such that 
(bsln: n < ~o} extends to p E S(B I )M with p ~ Rg(f) - i.e. at stage n 
choose sn so that bsla÷ ! ~ f (n)  - giving a contradiction. 
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Note .  At the points in this proof where choice from a set x, say, is in- 
volved we are implicitly using 1.4 to do the choosing - i.e. choosing the 
first element o fx  under the order induced on x from t3 x by f  x . It is ":his 
whidi ensures that the mapping b s is in M, and allows the construction 
of P in S(B 1 )M 
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(Note, In each o:f the above relations and lbnctions, where there is an 
explicit or implicit underlying language L, this is regarded as an argu- 
ment. )
Proof. By analyfing tile definitions of all tile above relations and func- 
tions. In some cases we take the value at ~ of a recursively defined 
Prim function (e,g, f(L, ~x) = formulae of length <- ,~, and then FL = 
f(L, w)), which is why we get Prim(to) rather than Prim. 
We now continue to develop model theory in M; with EGWO holding 
we can carry out in M the most fundamental model theoretic onstruc- 
tion viz. that of Henkin for the completeness theorem. 
2,2. Theorem. (Completeness theorem). Let P ~ M be a consistent set 
o f  L-sentences; then P has ~ model ~1 in M, with card M (~l) <- card M (L). 
Proof. Exactly as tile usual proof Henkin-style, e.g. i I 1 ], observing that 
tile various ets of  formulae which are constructed from P are in M. 
Note that using 1.3(a) any theory in M has a complete xtension in M; 
1.3(a) also enables us to select representatives of  equivalence classes, so 
the Henkin model 91 cf P is in M. The usual cardinality calculations can 
be carried out in M to show that card e (21) <- card M (L). 
With this existence theorem, we can now use the selection lemma to 
show that a model of P can be obtained M-effectively: 
2.3. Corollary There is a X M function f such that i f  P E M is a consis- 
tent set o f  L-sentences. then/'(P, L) is a model ~1 o f  P w'.th card '~: (~) <_ 
cardm(L). 
Proof. Apply tl'e selection lemma to the predicate R defined by 
R(P ,L ,x )  iff P~FL  o & x i samode lo fP  
& cardM(x) <_ cardM(L), 
which is seen to be X:l m using 2.1, and noting that 'cardm(x) <_ cardMO') ' 
is a Xl m predicate. 
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The following is the application of  the completenes~s theorem to rea- 
lising types in the form most suitable for later use: 
2.4. Theorem. If92 ~ M and Z E M, then ~l has an elementary extension 
Y8 in M which reallses all subtypes ofTh(~l A ) which are in Z: moreover. 
can be obtaived M-effectively from 91 and Z. 
Proof. Let P c__ Z be the set of subtypes of  Th0?l A ) which a~ in Z; then 
by 2.1 P is a A M subset of Z, so P E M. Add to L(A ) a constant cp for 
each p ~ P, and let r = Th(91 a ) 13 pUp p(c~,). Then F is consistent, and 
by 2.2 has a model in M which in the usual way can be turned into the 
required extension ~ of 91. 
M-effectiveness follows from the selection theorem by observing that 
the relation R defined by 
R(~I, Z, ~8 ) iff 9! -< '~ & ~B realises all subtypes of  Th(91A ) 
which are in Z ,  
is A~ I , using 2.1. 
As a final example of  the development of model theory in M, we 
mention the modification of the Henkin construction used to construct 
a prime model of  a (countable) atomic theory. 
2.5. Theorem. f f  T E M is a complete atomic theory in a countable M
language L, then T has a prime model in M, which can be obtained M- 
effectively. 
Proof. T atomic means that Ba(T) is atomistic for each n; we now ob- 
serve that the adaptation [ 1 2 ] of  the Henkin construction to give a 
countable atomic model of T can be carried out in M. 
M-effectiveness is demonstrated by seeing that +the predicate '~ is a 
countable M atomic model of  T' is A1M . 
As an application of  this theorem we have the following result about 
categorical theories+ 
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2,6. Theorem. Suppose T is a countabl~ È~t ~ l-categorical theory; then 
every countable model o f  T is isomorphic to an M-tinite (in jbct count- 
able M ) model. 
Proof. Using 2.5 we can construct in M tile first ¢o + 1 models of  the 
elementary tower for T; i.e. a sequence ('~{,j)tza~ of countable m models 
of T, with ,~t 0 prime, ')in+ 1 a prime elementary extension of  ~[n, and 
~1~, = LI ~1 n (see [9] or [ 1 ]: ~,~1,~+ 1 is a prirae model of Th((~ln+l)nnu(b}) 
n<to 
for a suitable b ~ An÷ 1 ). Morley's result [9] shows that any countable 
model of T is isomorphic to one from this sequence. 
It should by now be apparent hat much of clas~sical model theory 
can be developed in M, but we do not pursue this further here. In sub- 
sequent sections any results about model theory in M other than those 
given above or slight variations of  them will be mentioned and proved 
explicitly as required. 
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3. Model theory on M: M*-structures 
We now turn to consideration of the wider c,ass of models whose uni- 
verse is a subset of  M and not necessarily in M. Suppose ~ is a structure 
withA ~ M; then clearly ~ ~ M also. It turns out that we obtain a 
n~ce theory if we confine ourselves to such '~l for which ~ is l ; ]  t . We 
continue to restrict ourselves to languages in M. 
3.1. Definition. (a) ~! is an M-strucawe if ~ is £~,  
(b) 9~ is an M*-structure if, in addition, '~I 6 M (or, equivalently, 
A q~ M, or I=,~  M). 
Examples. (i) If  '~iE M, then 91 is an M-structure, 
(ii) if X c__ M is I:] t but not A~ then the structure (M, X> is not al~ 
M-structure, 
(iii) (D Q × (~} is an M*-structure, where Q denotes the rationa~,~ 
< o(/~ 
with their order, and ~ denotes the ordinal sum. 
We say that two Af-structures '~i, ~ are £]1-isomorphic, written 
:~ ~ , if there is a isomorphism between them. 
The following principle is the basis of  the whole theory of  M*-struc- 
tures: M*-structures behave as (f they are structures of(uncountable) 
power greater than all structures in M. We will obtain, according to this 
principle, analogues of  several theorems of  classical model theory. As a 
first example we have the downward LiSwenheim-Skolem theorem: 
3.2. Theorem, Suppose ~l is an M*-structure, X ~ A and X ~ M, Then 
there is ~-< ~I, ~ ~ M with X c B, and cardM(B) = cardg(X)  + w, 
Proof. Let g: o(M) ~ A; using g we define a l~ M uniform Skolem func- 
tion f: FL × Fs(A) --, A as follows (where a is some fixed element of  A): 
f(~p, (al , ..., an)) = y iff 
{ a. [ .v=g(~)  & ~l!=?OO~P-~.v,a I  .... a . l  & .... a . l ) l ,  , i f v~ FLn÷ I , 
y=a,  i f ,o~tFLn,  l . 
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Now define recursively the sequence (X,,),, < ~ by 
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X 0 = X: Xn, 1 = f (FL,  Fs(X,, )) 
My 
and then B = U X, is the universe of  an elementary substructure 
"< ~l. By $:M reflection each X,, and the sequence (X,,),,<w are in M; 
hence B ~ M. 
Now observe that 
o s,~ Fs(B) & -1 Pll=~ 9[s] . 
$ 
Thus ~,~ isa A]t subset o fFL  × Fs(B), so ~,~ E M, and hence ~I~M. 
Finally, a standard cardinality argument can be carried out in M to 
show that card ~'' (B) = ct~rd m (X) + co. 
3.3. Corollary. b"'~l is an M*-structure. and X c_ A is M-finite, then ~l x 
is also an M*-str~wture. Moreover, the predicate ~ ~x (~o, s) is Xml . 
Proof. We have by 3.2: 
~x(~O,s )o  3~(~ an L-structure & ~ c__ ~ l  & XGB 
& ~x(9 ,  s)), 
which is X;] t , using various clauses of 2. I. 
Construction o f  M*-modeis. A standard method of constructing M*- 
models is as a union of  an elementary o(M)-chain of  models from M. 
We describe this method in the following two lemmzs. 
3.4. Lemma. Suppose ('~la)~<o(,~r~ is a £ ~f elemental ,  chain ,~f structures 
in M. Then the struct~ae ~ = U 9l a ~s an M-structure. Moreo,,er, i f  
a<o(~r~ 
X C_ A is M-finite, there is tt such that X c_ A~; hence if ~i ~ 9A~ for  all t~, 
then ~i is an M*-stntcture. 
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Proof. Since (~)  is a ~:M sequence, so is (~) ,  by 2.1(dXiii). Thus 
x ~ ~ ~ 3a (x ~ ~o) ,  
so ~ is ','2~ i.e.~9( is an M-structure. 
Now (d~) is also a ~1M sequence, so i fX  ~ A is M-finite we have 
Yx E X 3a (x E A~ ) 
so by ~:M reflection there is w ~ M such that 
Yx~X3a~ w(x~A¢,) .  
Thus X c Ao(w ) as required. 
In subsequent sections this construction will be used with the se- 
quence ('21~) obtained as in the following lemma. 
3.5. Lemma. Suppose (~1~)a<o0~ is a cha#i o f  structures in M such that 
~1,+ l = f(P,f~, t~) 
~l~ = U ~1~ 
or<6 
Then (~1~) isa r,~ sequence. 
Proof. This is a particular case of definition of I~ M functions by recur- 
sion in an admissible set - see e.g. [ 21. 
for some ~,~/ function I; 
i f i lm(8) .  
In practice the function f in 3.5 will represent the M-effective con- 
struction of an elementary extension f(~l~, a) ofgl~ which is suitable 
for the purpose in hand. 
In the next three sections we show how the above method of  con- 
struction is used to obtain analogues of  certain results of classical model 
theory. 
From now on let T ~ M be a j~xed complete L-theory. 
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4. M-saturated structures 
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The following is the analogue of saturation for M*-structures. 
Definition. An M*-structure ~1 is M-saturated if for any M-finite X ~ A, 
all M-finite types of Th(9[ x ) are realised in '.)Ix, 
4.1. Theorem. T has an M-saturated model. 
Proof. Let -~0 ~ M be a model of T; we construct an elementary chain 
(?l~)a<o(~ of structures such that 
(1) for each a, ~.ta+ t >- ~la, and ~la+ l realises all subtypes of Th((9~)A ) 
which are in M~, 
(2) ~1~ = IJ ~1~ if lira(5). 
By 2.4,~1~÷ I can be obtained M-effectively from ~l~, ~, so by 3.5 we 
have that (~l,~) is a I:~ ~ elementary chain. Now put '~l = U ~l~ which 
~<o(M) 
is an M*-model of T by 3.4. 
Suppose that X c_ A is M-finite, and p is an M-finite type of Th('~l x ). 
Take a such that X ~_ A~ and p ~ M s. and then p is a subtype of 
Th((~l~)a~) and is by co~zstruction realised in ~1~+~, hence in ~i. Thus 
91 is M-saturated. 
M-saturated models behave as one would wish: 
4.2. Theorem. Elementarily equivalent M-saturated models are E~/- 
isomorphic. 
Proof. Suppose 9i, ~ are elementarily equivalent and both are M-satu- 
rated. We use the classical back and forth argument to construct an 
isomorphism, slightly'complicated by the requirement that it be I: M . 
Let (aa)a<o(M), (b~)~,<ot~ be !:~/ enumerations of A, B respecti- 
vely. We first define auxiliary I; M functions r~, t~ such that for M- 
finite X c_ A 
(1) if p E M is a type of Th('~l x), then p is realised in ~l x at the point 
r~(p, X) ~ A, 
(2) i fx ~ A, then t~(x,X) is the type of Th(~l x ) realised by the point x. 
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These functions are defined as follows: 
r~(p,X)= y iff X~A & p~FL~(X)  
& 3a[y=a,  & V¢~p(~ x ¢~o[yl) 
which is a l; M definition, and 
t~(x, X) = p iff X~A & pC__ FLl(X) 
& q~0~ FLI(X)[(~0~ p =, ~1 x ¢~olxl) 
& (~p~gax ~--~[xl)l ,  
which is also I: g . 
We define similar functions r~, t~ for 91. Now recursively construct 
r~t enumerations (x,~)a<ot ~,  (Y~),,<oOt) of A, B such that for each 
(3) (~t, (x~)o< 4) - ( ~, (Yo)a< ~)" 
Suppose (xa)t~<a nd (Y0)a<a are defined: let X~ = {xa:/3 < a}, 
Yc, = {Yt~: #< a), and then define 
(a) 
(b) 
i fa =3'.2, [ |x~ 
~ae}t 
k ),~ = r,~ (t~ (x,~, X~ ), Yt, ) 
{ ya = by i fa = %2 + 1, 
xa r~ (t~ O'a, Ya }, Xa).  
Since ra, r~, ta, t~ are ~,  the sequences (xa), (y,,) defined recursi- 
rely in terms o|  them am also I;~. 
It is obvious from the construction that (x a), (y,,) exhaust A. B res- 
pectively, and that (3) holds for each a. Hence the function 
f= {(x~,y~): a < o(M)} is a E~ isomorphism between ~I and ~. 
We conclude this section with the following simple observation about 
M-saturated structures, 
§ 4, M.saturatcd structures 
4.3. Lemma. I[ ~1 is M-saturated and X c_ A is M-finite, then 9J x is M 
saturated. 
Proof. If Y g A is M.finite, then any M-finite type of Th((~l X )r  ) is 
essentially an 3'bfinite type of Th(~.~lx u !' ) and is realised in 91, since 
Xu  Y is M-finit ~. 
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5. The construction of Ehrenfeueht and Mostowski 
In this section we first show how to construct an M*-model of  T with 
o(M) as an indis~rnible sequence. We need the following lemma f~r the 
construction. 
5.1. I.emma. Suppose lim(~) and ~l E M with ~ = A n o(M), and a ts an 
indiscernible sequence in 9.1. Then we can M-effectively obtain in M a 
model  ~ >- 9l with B n o(M) = ~ + ¢o and ~ + ¢o indiscernible in '~. 
Proof. Add new constants (c n )n < ,., to L(A ), and let 
Ct! 
i f /3< a~, 
if/3 = ~ + n, for some n < co. 
Let P = Th(~l A ) u A, where A is a set of  sentences saying that (da)a<~+,o 
is an indiscernible sequence with respect o L. Then F ~ M, and is con- 
sistent (any finite subset can be modelled in ~ln ) so F has a model in M. 
By standard methods this can be turned into a model ~ >- ~/such that 
c n is interpreted by ot + n, and B n o(M) = a + ¢o. 
For M-effectiveness, apply the selection lemma to the predicate 
ROl, or, '~ ) where 
R(~/, a, ~3 ) iff lim(~) & (A c~ o(M)---a) & (~ is indiscer- 
niblein~l) & '~i-<~ & (Bno(M)=a+¢o)  
& (a + co is indiscernible in ~ ) .  
It is easily seen that 'a is indiscernible in 9t' is A] f (write out the defini- 
tions and use the appropriate clauses of  2.1 ) and thus, again using 2.1~ 
R is AM. 
5.2. Theorem. T has an M*-mode l  ~ such that o(M) ~ A and oOt )  is an 
indiscernible sequence in ?1. 
Proof. Let Sq ~ M be a model o f  T with A ! t3 o(M) = co, such that co is 
an indiscernible sequence for ~i I . ~l is obtained by taking a model of  
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T u F where 1" ~ M is a set of sentences of L, augmented by constants 
(ca)n < ~,  saying that (c n)n < ~ is indiscernible with respect o L. P is 
shown consistent as classically (see e.g. [81 ) using Ramsey's theorem. 
Now using the previous lemma obtain an elementary chain (~la)0<a<o(M) 
of models of T such that Aa c~ o(M) = to. a and to  a is indiscernible in 
~[a, wifll~18 -- U ~1 a at limits. By the previous le nma~£c,+l can be ob- 
~<6 
tained M-effectively from ~t a, so by 3.5 and 3.4 9l= O ~ is an M*- 
• a<o(M) 
model, which clearly contains o(M) as an indiscernible sequence. 
The following is the analogue of the application by Ehrenfeucht and 
Morley (see e.g. [81 ) of  the above construction. 
5.3. Theorem. T has an M*-model ~ such that for any M-finite X c___ B, 
the set P of types ofTh(  ~x ) realised in ~x is M-finite; moreover, 
card M (P) <_ card M (X) + to. 
Proof. Let L* be the language obtained from L by adding symbols for 
Skolem functions; let T* be a complete theory in L* extending T + 
axioms for Skolem furctions. We will denote models of T* by letters 
91", ~8" etc, and their L-reducts bygl, ~ etc. 
Let 9.1" be the M*-model of T* given by 5.2. For each ~, let Ba be 
the closure of  a under the functions of ~*; then Be is the universe of 
an elementary substructure ~ ~-~ '~1, and (~Sa)a<oC~ is an elementary 
chain with ~8 = U '~,~ at limits. 
t~<6 
B~ can be thoug1~t of as tl'.e set of values of terms of L* evaluated .in 
~1" using sequences from a only for the free variables; noting that the 
function f: TL* x Fs(A ) -~ A giving valuation of terms in 9~* is I ;~ 
(since ~,  is I ;~)  we see that the sequence (Ba) and hence (~)  so de- 
fined is 1;~. Thus ~B = U SSa is an M*-structure, by 3.4, since 
o(M) g B. 
Now suppose that X c B is M-finite; then there is a such that XC_B~. 
Let b ~ B; we aim to ~how that the type of Th(~Sx ) realised by b is ab 
ready ~alised in ~a+~,- 
Since b ~ B, b = t(150 ..... 15n-l ) for some t ~ TL*, where we may sup- 
pose ~ < 151 < ... < 15n-1. Take m such that 15m -l  < a <- 15rn and let 
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b' = t(fl O ..... Era-.I, ~, ~ + l .... , ~ + n - m - I) which is in B~,~. Then 
the indiscemibility of o(M) for ~*  and the fact that every element of X 
is the value of a term of TL* at a sequence from (x, means that b' and b 
realise the same type of Th( ~x  )- Hence any type of Th(~x)  realised in 
~B is already realised in ~8~+,, o . 
So P is the set of types of Th(~x ) realised in ~+~,  and is hence M- 
finite. A deeper analysis, carrying out in M the cardinality argument of 
the classical theorem shows that carder (P) <_ cardM(X) + co. 
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6. Vaught's two cardinal theorem 
Our analogue of the two cardinal theorem of Vauglat [ 10] is: 
6.1. Theorem. Assume th:~t T is coumabl~ "~l. Suppose that ~ ~ FL 1 a~?d 
Thas models~l, k~ with ~-<~ , ')t :¢~ ~.  and ~ ~ =¢'~, infinite. Thcn T 
has a model f~ such that 
(a) i f  M ~ EC, then ~ is an M*-modeL 
(b) i f  M ~ EC, then ~ ~ M and cardM(g ) = ~,  
and #~ either case ~o ¢ is countable ~ . ( t~  denotes the first ordinal which 
not countuble M - which is o(M) i f  M ~ EC.) 
Proof. The proof is e~sentially the same as for the classical theorem 
[ 10], taking care to see that certain steps can be carried out in M. We 
first establish the following lemma (assuming the hypothesis of the 
theorem): 
6.2. Lemma. T has homogeneous countable M models 91, ~ ~ M with 
Proof. Let L' be the language L with an added unary predicate symbol 
U. By the completeness theorem, there is a countable M L'-structure 
~1~ = (~1 o, Bo), say, in M such that 9to is a model of T, B o is the uni- 
verse of a proper elementary substructure "~o "< ~io, and ~o = ~o~o 
Now use 2.4 to construct an elementary chain of countable M structures 
~1 n = ('~ln, B n ) for n < to such that '~n+1 >" ~['. and 91',,+, realises all sub- 
types of  Th((~i~)an ) which are in Z . ,  where 
Z n = U {pt~: p a type of Th(~ n , s) realised in 91 n } 
sEFs(A n) 
0 U {p: p a type of Th('~ n , t) realised in ~n } • 
t E Fs(B n) 
(pU indicates the set of all formulae of p with their variables restricted 
to U.) 
= U ~1 n'= (n U<to 24n'n U< to Bn)=(91 'B) ' say ;wen°wsh°w Let ~1' n<,a 
that ~1, ~ have the required properties. Siace ~ -< 91' we have ~8 < ~,  
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93 ~ ~ and ~o ~ = ,p~. Clearly ~/1, '~ are countable M . We show next that 
'~8  . 
Suppose s ~ Fs(A), t ~ Fs(B), (~1, s )~ (~,  t) and a ~ A, b ~ B. Letp  
be the type of Th(~l, s) realis{ ¢, by a, and take n with s, a ~ ,,! n and 
t ~ B n ; then p~ ~ Z n and is a subtype of Thf~),4. ,  ), and so is realised 
at a point b' ingl,~+z say, with b' ~ Bn+ 1 . Hence (~1, s, a) ---- (93, t, b'). 
Similarly we can find a' ~ A with (9~, s, a') - (93, t, b). Thus starting 
with enumerations (in M) of  A, B we c~n use a back and f~,rth construc- 
tion to obtain in the usual way an isomorphism g ~ M between ~1 and ~.  
Finally, to see that ~l is homogeneous, uppose s, t ~ Fs(A)wi th  
(9~, s) = (~, t), and let a ~ A. Then (41, s) -~ ( ~,  g(s)) =- (~1, t), so by the 
above there is a' ~ A such that (~3, g(s), g(a)) - (91, t, a'). Hence 
~,  s, a) - (~1, t, a'). Thus ?! (and hence ~ ) is homogeneous. 
Proof of 6.1. We start with the ~1, ~ as constructed in the above lemma. 
As in l 10l now proceed to construct I: M sequences (~ ~)a< ~ 
( f . )  ~ M, such that.  
( l ) J~:  ~ ~- 93, 
(2) ~* l  bears the Same relation to I~a as ~l does to 93, 
(3 ) i f l im(8)~-~ = U ~a.  ~<~ 
Put ~0 = ~,  f0 = identity. Given ~ a and fa" ~ ~ ~ it is easy to 
find ~+1 andf~+l M-effectively from them. 
At limits 8 our aim is to find ~,  f ,  M-effectively from the sequences 
= U ~,  this is easy for ~t s , so we (~)~<6 and (/a)~<~" Since (~ ~<6 
are left with finding a suitable fs M-effectively; this is done exactly as 
in l 10]. 
First, fix in M an enumeration (b n )n< ~o of  B, and a homogeneiO, 
funct ion h for 93 - i.e. such that i fs,  t ~ Fs(B), b ~ B an,. (~ ,  s ) -  (@,t),  
then (~,  s, b) - (S8, t, h(s, t, b)). 
Now obtain M-effectively an enumeration (cn )n<,~ of C~, and an 
auxiliary function k: Fs(C s ) -* 8 such that k(s) = la~(s ~ F~C~)). 
We will now define enumerations (xr.), (Yn)  of C~, B respectively 
such that for each n 
(4) (l~ 6, Sn)--- (~ ,  t , )  
where s n - (x0, ..., Xn_l), t n = (Yo, "", Yn- I  )" 
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Suppose that (4) holds for n; define xn,  yn as follows: 
(a)  i f  n = 2m, /xn = c m 
Ly , = h(I~ (s n ), t,, , f~ (x n )), where a = k(sn+ 1 ) ,  
(b) i fn  = 2m + l , /y  , = b m 
ix,,  = f~. t (it(tn ' f~(s  n ), Yn )), where a = l¢(s n ) .  
It is easy to check that (4) now holds for n + I. 
Clearly, with these explicit definitions, (x,,)n < to and (Yn)n < to are in 
M, and in view of  (4) j~ = ((x n , Yn ): n < w) is an isomorphism in M be- 
tween ~ ~ and ~.  Moreover, we can see that f ,  is obtained M-effectively 
from the sequences ( ~a )~<, and 0'~,)=< s (or we could M-effectively 
obtain f , ,  knowing that { ,  ~ ~ , by means of  the selection lemma). 
So we have recursively obtained the sequences (~)a<¢o~'  (f~)a<¢o M 
as required, and these are X;{ t sequences. Let (~ = U M (t~. Then 
¢,<w 1 
~o¢ = ~o¢o is countabl~ t . l fM ~ EC, then ~t  = o(M) and by 3.4 ~ is 
an M*-model. l fM l# EC. then ~ M, and card~(C) = to M. 
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7. M-categoricity 
In this section we present he definition of M-categoricity and some 
properties of M-categorical theories. 
Definition. T is M-categoriatl iff any two M*-models of T are I;~ t-iso- 
morphic. 
We have immediately: 
7.1. Theorem. T is M-categorical iff  every M*-model of  T is M-saturated. 
Proof. 'If' follows from 4.2; 'only if' from 4. ! and the observation that 
if ~ and ~! isM-saturated then so is ~t. 
7.2. Corollary. I f  T is M-categorical, 91 is an M-model of  T and X c_ A is 
M-finite, then T' = Th(~l x ) is also M-categorical. 
Proof. If ~By is an M*-model of T', then ~ is an M*-model of T, and 
hence M-saturated. By 4.3 ~r  then is M-saturated also. 
The following is the first indication that there is a close link between 
M-categoricity and ~ l-categoricity; it also establishes the existence of 
M-categorical theories. 
7.3. Theorem. I f  T is countable and ~ l -categorical. then T is M-catego- 
rical. 
Proof. Let ~I be an M*-model of T, X c_ A, M-finite, and let p ~ M be a 
type of Th(~l x ) we will show that p is realised in ~x by a sl~,ht adapta- 
tion of the proof of Theorem 2(iv) of [ 1 ]. 
Let 9.1 = O ~1, with (91~) an elementary properly increasing chain, 
~<o(M) 
and 9~ E M each a. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
XC_A o. 
Now take ~>-~l o, ~ 3/such that p is realised in ~-5 x . Every model 
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of T has a prime elementary extension, so let ~ = LI ~ ,  where 
c~<h 
'~0 = ~0, ~+t  is a prime elementary extension of ~ and ~ = a<Ll6 ~5 ~ 
if lim(/i). (This sequence need not be in M), Examination of  the con- 
struction of  prime elementary extensions in Lemma 8 of [ 1 ] shows that 
we may have )~ ~ card(B) ( ~ card M (B)), and hence X ~ M. Then we can 
by induction on a < 7~ embed ~ elementarily into 91a, obtaining an ele- 
mentary embedding of  ~ into 91 x which is the identity on A 0 . So p is 
realised in '~1 x . 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to results which will lead to 
the converse of 7.3 when T is countable M . Assume f rom now that T is 
countable M . 
The cases M ~ EC and M ~ EC need slightly different reatment, al- 
though there is a common framework. When M I~ EC we are, to a cer- 
tain extent, mimicking the proof of the downward Morley theorem. In 
both cases the procedure is to establish for M-categorical theories ana- 
logues of properties possessed by theories categorical in uncountable 
powers, and then use these to deduce the result. 
Stabil ity. Analogous to tile classical notion of co-stability we have: 
Definition. T is co-stable M if for all M-models '~l of T, if X ~ A is coun- 
table M , then S I (X) M is also countable M 
We have, as for the classical theory: 
7.4. Theorem. I f  T is M-categorical, then T is co-stable M . 
Proof. Suppose '~1 is an M-model of  T, X ~ A is M-finite and countable M . 
Extend ?1 to an M*-model ~ >- ~l. Then ~8 is M-saturated, so all types in 
S 1 (X~ are realised in ~x-  On the other hand, ~ is isomorphic to the 
Ehrenfeucht-Morley model of  5.3, so the set of types realised in ~ x is 
countable st - i.e. S t (X) is countable M . 
An important property of co-stable M theories analogous to the clas- 
sical case (cf. I81 Theorem 4.3) is: 
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7.5. Theorem. Suppose T is to-stable M. I f  ~! ~ M is a model of  T and 
X ~ A is M-finite, then 
(a) B n (Th(~l X )) is atomistic, each n, 
(b) Th(~l X ) has an atomic model in M. 
Proof. The proof we give is just like that of the classical result as given 
in [6]. 
(a) First show by induction on n that w-stability M of T implies that 
for countable M Y ~ A, Sn(Y) is countable M . Then ifBn(Th(~! x )) is not 
atomistic, by 1.8 there is countable ¢'t Y ~ X such that Sn(Y) ~ is not 
countabld v , a contradiction. 
(b) We outline the constraction given in [61 Theorem 15, and ob- 
serve that (implicitly using, throughout, choice in M, 1.4) the construc- 
tion can be carried out in M. 
Let 1" 0 be the set of atoms ofB l (Th(91 x ); F o ~ M. Take a 0 ~ 3I 
such that P0 = {~:  ~< %} with (9#)a<~0 in M. Now choose eleme~ts 
(aa)a<~0 from A as follows: 
(a) choose a0 ~ A so that '~1 x ~ 90 [a0 ], 
(b) suppose (a~)a<~<ao re chose,,., and write a~ for {a#}a< a. By (a) 
B l (Th(~lxu~)) is atomic, so there is an atom ~ such that 
- ~ ~,  ~ ~.  Choose a a e A such that ~lxu~ ~ ~ ~ ~a [a, ] 'Xua~ 
Let X 1 = X u a--~o thus chosen; now repeat he above process, wit l  
X l in place of X, obtainingX 2 ~ X 1 , and so on. LetB = U X n. 
Then exactly as in [6] we can show that ~x  "< 9Ix and ~x is atomic 
As noted above, since the construction is explicit, with 1.4 we have 
the sequence (Xn)n< ~ in M, so ~x  ~ M. 
The hypothesis oj" Vaught's theorem. Let HVT stand for 'the hypothe- 
sis of Vaught's two cardinal theorem, 6.1 ? We will show that, as for 
theories catego=ical in uncountable powers, no Mw..ategorical theory T 
satisfies HVT. In the case M ~ EC this is easy: 
7.6. Theorem. ff  M ~ EC and T is M-categorical, then T does not satisfy 
HVT. 
Proof. Otherwise, by Vaught's Theorem, 6,1, there is an M*-model • of  
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T with ~o~ countable m. Let X = ~o f~ and consider the subtype p = 
{o o ~ a: a ~ X} u (~Oo)) ~ M. Clearly p is not realised in '~tx ; on the 
other hand 9.1 is M-saturated, 7.1, a contradiction. 
To obtain this result when M ~ EC, we need the following adapta- 
tion of  a result of Baldwin and Lachlan [ I ] Lemma 1 0, 
7,7. Lemma. Suppose M k# EC, and T is w-stable ~. I f  ~l is an u~zcoun- 
table M model o fT .  there is in M a proper extension ?8 >-~1 :uch that 
for any countable m X c_ A all types ofTh(~lx ) reaIised in ~3 x are al- 
ready realised in ~ x . 
Proof, (This is taken from [6] and adapted as necessary'). Let I be the 
ideal o fB  I = B 1 (Th(~l A )) given by 1 = (~o: ~o ~A is countablem}. Then 
I~  M, and B l/1 has an atom: otherwise by 1.8 we obtain countable M 
X c__ A with S t (X) uncountable m , contradicting the w-stability m of T. 
Take $ such that ~H is an atom of B l/I; then ~0 %4 is uncountable e .  
Let P c FLt(A)  be the following set: 
F = {¢E FLI(A): (~ ~o^ $)~a is countable m} . 
Then clearly Th('~l A ) c_ p, and o 0 * a E I' all a ~ A; further, 1" is consis- 
tent, because for any ~o t , .... 9n ~ P, ((~01 ^  ... n ~o n) ^  ~,)~A is uncoun- 
table M . Moreover, for any ~oE FL1 (A) either 9 ~ P or "-- ~o~ F, since 
is an atom. Thus P is a type of  Th(~IA ). 
Take ~>-,21 realising P at a point c, say, with ~ ~ M (since P E M) 
and, by 7.5(b), with ~B4 u {c} atomic. From the above c 4: a all a ~ A, 
so 78 :# ~1. Notice that Th(?8 A u/c}) = P(c). 
Now suppose that X ~ A, X i's ~ountable M and b E B realises a type 
p of Th(91 x ). There is an atom ~o, say, of  B 1 (Th( ~A u{c}) satisfied by b. 
...¢. d 'a  Then for each X E p, F(c) t-- ~o X. Now p is countable , so by usual 
cardinality arguments there is countable M F 0 c_ F such that 
Po(C) F- 9~ X for each X~ p, and F0(c) ~ 3Oo~p. 
Now for each 0 E F o , (-,, 0 ^ ~0) ~i is countable '~I , so ( A 0 ^ $)~A 
0~F 0 
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all X E p ,  
So p is realised in ~l, as required. 
Applying this lemma we obtain: 
7.8. Theorem. l f  M b~ EC and T is M-categorical, then T does not satisfy 
HVT. 
Proof. Otherwise, by 6.1, there is a model 910 ~ M with 910 uncountable M 
and ~o 9J0 countable M, for some ~ E FL t . Notice that the predicate 
R(~1, ~ ) defined by 
R(~(,~8) iff 9~-<$ & ~i~ & ¢~=~ 
is A~ ~; so use the selection lemma together with the previous lemma to 
obtain a r.~ sequence (91~)c,<otM~ of  models with R(gI~, ~1~+ l ) for each 
~, and 9J 6 = Ll<gt a at limits. Suppose we have ~1~ with ~0~ = ~0;  then 
b~¢ 7.7 there is in M an extension of  91,~ omitt ing the type 
{o 0 ~ x: x E ~a} u {~o0)}, since this is omitted in~l~, so the selec- 
tion function for R will choose an appropriate ~1~+ 1 . 
Put 91 = U ,~la ; then by 3.4, '~l is an M*-model of  T; and ~ ~ is 
a<o(/,13 
countable M. But then ~I cannot be M-saturated, contradicting 7. t. 
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In this section we will prove the converse of 7.3 for countable m T. 
We use the tool of strongly rain#hal formulae, a notion of Marsh [7 ], 
expounded and used by Baldwin and Ladflan in [ 1 ]. The reader is re- 
~erred to either of  these papers, or to [4], p. 58 for the basic definitions 
and results we need. 
Let us first see how we will use strongly minimal formulae to deduce 
our theorem. 
8.1. Theorem. Suppose T is to-stable m, does not satisfy HVT and has a 
strongly minimal formula ~. Then T is ~ 1 -categorical. 
Proof. We will pt~ove that any countable model of T b as a prime elemen- 
tary extension; by the result of Morley [9] this is sufficient for T to be 
l -categorical. 
First we show that any couiatabl~ t model of  T (necessarily in M) has 
a prime elementary extension. 
Let '~1~ M be a countable M model of T. Take ~>-~l in M, with 
4: ~1. By hypothesis there is b ~ 9~ \~ 0~ ; now by 7.5 there is a prime 
(i.e. countable, atomic) model ~A u{b} (in M) of Th( ~A v{b}) with 
'~ -< ~ -< ~3. 'rhen ~ is the required prime elementary extension: for 
suppose ~'>" '~1 is any proper extension of~l; take b' ~ 9'~'\~o 9a. Then 
b' since { }, {b} are independent subsets, we have that ~A u{b'} = ~A u{b}" 
But ~A u{t,} is prime, so there is an elementary embedding of gA u{b} 
into ~4v{V}; this is an embedding of ~ into ~ '  which is the identity 
onA.  
It is n~w sufficient ~o show that any countable model of T is isomor- 
phic to one which is countable M . Suppose ~21 is a,ay countable model; 
let dim(~ ~) = k _<. w, and let X be a basis for ~ga. Then obtain, using the 
completeness theorem, a countable g model ~ M containing an inde- 
pendent • ,ubset Y c__ ~o~ with card(Y) = k; by 7.5 we may take ~5 r prime. 
By the results of Marsh, ~1 x - ~v ,  so since ~y is prime there is 
W-¢ ~ such that ~r  --- ~l~r "< ~-~lx - Then ~o ~ ~ cl(X) ~ A', so ~0 ~ = ~0 ~', 
mad ~! = ~1'. Thus ~t ~ ~,  and ~3 is countable M as noted above, so the 
proof is complete. 
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We will see that for our main theorem it is sufficient o establish the 
following analogue of  a result 'of [ 1 1. 
8.2. l .emma. I f  T is M-categorical, there is a principal extension T' o f  T 
by a finite number of  constants uch that T' has a strongly minimal fi~r. 
mula. 
Proof. We adapt !ile proof  given in [ 1 ] Lemma 9. 
Let ~ ~ M be a prime model of  T, and let B 1 = B l (Th(~I A )). Let 
I=  {~b ~ FL l (A) :  ~b ~A is finite}. Then I~M and is an ideal o rB  ! , so 
by 1.8 the co-stability ~ of T means that there is an atom ~/I ofB  t/ I ,  
for some ~ ~ FL 1 (A). Then for any ff ~ FL  l (A), either (~k ^  ¢)~A or 
(,-, ~b ^  ~o) ~A is finite, whilst ~0 ~A is infinite. 
Let a 0, ..., an_ 1 be the constants o fA  occuring in ~: then T' = 
Th(~[, ao, ..., an_ l ) E M is a principal extension of T, since 41 is atomic 
and therefore (a 0 , ..., an_ l) realises an atom of Bn(T). 
It is now possible to show that ~0 is strongly minimal for T'; the proof 
is exactly as.that of  Lemma 9 of  [ 1 ], together with the following ob- 
servations (using the notat ion of  that proof, where the symbol D is used 
to denote the formula we have called ~o): the theory T" is in M, hence 
we can take the model  ~8" of  T" in M. Thus Th(~" l  L(~I")) = T*, say, 
is in M and satisfies HVT. On the other hand, T* is an inessential ex- 
pansion of T, so by 7.2 T* isM-categorical, contradicting 7.6 or 7.8. 
We now have the theorem: 
8.3. Theorem. I f  T is M-categorical, then T is ~¢ l-categorical. 
Proof. Let T' be a principal extension of  T by a finite number of  con- 
stants having a stxoagly minimal formula. Then T' is M-categorical, 7.2, 
so with 7.4, 7.6, 7.8 we can apply 8.1 to see that T' is ~¢ 1 -categorical. 
Now any model of  T can be expanded to a model of  T', since T' is a 
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